
Graph your company
PoolParty is a world-class semantic technology suite that offers sharply focused solutions to your 
knowledge organization and content business. As a semantic middleware, PoolParty enriches 
your information with valuable metadata and links your business and content assets 
automatically. Put your information into context! 

PoolParty Semantic Suite

PROVEN INNOVATION

Take your information architecture to the next level by using 
innovative but proven methods and technologies. We have a strong 
track record in implementing this powerful software across multiple 
industries.

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY 

PoolParty products are based on best-of-breed technologies and 
our own innovations to provide a future-proof technology stack for 
your semantic systems. Our APIs support effortless integration with 
third-party systems.

VERY USER-FRIENDLY

PoolParty is easy to use for developers and end-users such as 
information architects and content strategists.

SCALABLE

Start small, grow big: Start increasing the value of your data by 
applying the W3C SKOS standard (Simple Knowledge Organization 
System). With PoolParty, you do not get overwhelmed by data 
complexity, but incrementally build tailor-suited structures which 
fit your organization.

GROWING SYSTEM INTELLIGENCE

PoolParty is a system that learns continuously from information 
streams and your documents. Applications such as content recom-
menders become gradually more precise and reliable.

PRICING

Thanks to a modular pricing model, PoolParty can be used by 
SMEs as well as by large enterprises.

Choose your semantic modules and build the backbone of your enterprise semantic services infrastructure. 
PoolParty grows with the demands of your information management.
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PoolParty is a semantic technology platform developed, owned and licensed 
by the Semantic Web Company. The company is also involved in international 
R&D projects, which have a continuous impact on the product development. 
The EU-based company has been a pionieer in the Semantic Web for over a 
decade.

POOLPARTY IS SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENTED  IN THE FOLLOWING INDUSTRIES: 

Unleash the power of connected data
PoolParty Semantic Suite is a highly versatile technology platform that enables manifold 
application scenarios depending on individual customer business challenges. 

KNOWLEDGE GRAPH CAPABILITIES

Create and develop synergies between your 
departments by establishing a knowledge graph that 
defines your information architecture. 

AUTOMATIC AND CONSISTENT CONTENT 
CLASSIFICATION 

Provide automatic tagging functions based on 
controlled vocabularies to ensure stringent content 
classification.

DYNAMIC CONTENT PUBLISHING

Use semantic technologies to make your content 
management workflows smarter  and more dynamic. 
Create personalized digital experiences.

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER THAT WORKS

Link internal and external data resources and provide 
your organization with a customized and relevant 
knowledge platform.

SEMANTICALLY ENRICHED SEARCH FUNCTION

Through establishing a semantic layer on top of your 
knowledge assets, search results are more precise 
and existing information is reused more frequently. 

DATA-DRIVEN ORGANIZATION

Discover and analyze complex - and often hidden - 
relations in your data by means of customized data 
portals and state-of- the-art data visualization.

AVOID DATA MIGRATION

PoolParty is a semantic middleware that enriches and 
contextualizes your data with meaningful information. 
You align and integrate different databases by applying 
metadata. All legacy data remains in the original store.

ENTITY LINKING & DEDUPLICATION

By linking your data sources via PoolParty,  any 
updates on metadata get synchronised simul-
tanously across different platforms.

✓ PHARMA & HEALTHCARE
✓ MEDIA & PUBLISHING
✓ E-COMMERCE

✓ GOVERNMENT 
✓ NGO & NPO
✓ SCIENCE & EDUCATION

✓ CONSULTING & IT
✓ FINANCIAL SERVICES
✓ CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING

DIVE INTO SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES WITH US! WE CARE ABOUT KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER. CHOOSE YOUR PREFERRED 
CHANNELS AND RESOURCES DEPENDING ON YOUR EXPERT LEVEL AND PROJECT STAGE. 

GET IN TOUCH 

We are very responsive.  Drop us 
a line or call. 

YOUR TRIAL ACCOUNT

Experience PoolParty live and get 
your 30-days trial.

YOUR EXPERT TUTORIAL

We provide you step-by-step with 
the essentials for free.

Visit www.poolparty.biz


